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Abstract 
Pan, K., Strong and weak convergence of orthogonal systems of rational functions on the unit circle, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 46 (1993) 427-436. 
We study weak and strong convergence of rational functions that are orthonormal on the unit circle and have 
all their poles in a given sequence of points outside the unit disk. The Erdijs measures have been characterized 
as well. 
Keywords: Orthogonal functions; Szegii theory. 
1. Introduction and notation 
Let dp be a finite positive Bore1 measure on the unit circle i3A := (z E C: I z I = 1) whose 
support consists of infinitely many points. Let p = pu, + p, be its canonical decomposition into 
the absolutely continuous and the singular parts (with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the 
circle). We denote by E.L’(~) the Radon-Nikodym derivative of pLa with respect to d6. Then 
p’ E L’[O, 2~) and ~‘(0) 2 0 a.e. 
Let (a,}~=“, with I ai I < 1 be an arbitrary sequence of complex numbers and let some of them 
have finite or even infinite multiplicity (it is not necessary for them to appear successively). 
Define a system of rational functions in the following way: 
where for (Ye = 0 we put 1 ak I /ak = - 1. Now denote by {C+,(Z)); the orthogonalization of the 
ordered system Iv,} on the unit circle with respect to dp.(8). Thus we come to the following 
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sequence of rational functions l+,(z)}; which satisfies the following conditions and is uniquely 
determined by them: 
and 
4,(z) = +n(dE-L, z> := 2 ck,n(~,@), c,,, =: K,(dp.) > 0, 
k=O 
&/:“+,Jz)dn(Z)dp(B)=S,,,, m, n=O, 1,2 ,..., t=eie. 
Notice that in the extreme case, when (Ye = 0, 1 G k < q the system of functions {+,(z)}z turns 
into the system of orthonormal polynomials on the unit circle with respect to dp. The reason 
for interest in this system is their close connection with the Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation 
problem and applications in circuits, signal processing, inverse scattering and systems theory, 
continued fractions and PadC approximation. See, for example, [l-3,6-11,18]. The 
complete survey on the topic including the algebra as well as the analysis is given 
excellent report [5]. 





As we will see later, the function S,(O; z) has the same asymptotic properties as the nth 
orthogonal polynomial on the unit circle with respect to dp. In Sections 2 and 3, we will prove 
some orthogonalities associated with the kernel function which allow us to prove the weak and 
strong convergence theorems by the similar methods of [16]. In Section 4, we will characterize 
Erdiis measures which generalize the results in the extreme case (cf. [14,17]). 
2. Orthogonal theorems and weak convergence 
Let Y,, denote the set of all polynomials with degree at most II and Y,Jcr,, . . . , a,] be the set 
of all the linear combinations of the first it + 1 functions p,(t) = 1,. . . , cp,(z). It is easy to see 
that any u, E~,Jcx~, . . . , an] can be written as u,(z) = v,(z>/w,(z> where U, ~9~ and w,(z) := 
I-I;=i,<l - Ziz). For any p,(z) = u,z” + * * * , a, # 0, define p,*(z) :=z”j5,(l/t). In this section 
we will prove the orthogonal theorem which extends the result of [12, p.1981. 
Theorem 2.1. For any measure dp, let F,(z) := S,(O; z)/ fi and y,, := S,(O; 0); then we have, 




de=/ 2~un(+n(z> d&% z = eie. 
0 
Remark. When CY~ =0, k = 1,. . . , F,(z) = 4,*(z). So the theorem of [12, p.1981 is a special case 
of Theorem 2.1. 
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Proof. Let 
and 
JX’ := {R,(z): R,(Z) E~,[cY~, . . . , an] and R,(O) = I} 
x(K) := &,,,I R,(z) I * G(e), z = eisa 
Then from [8] or the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we know that 
sn 
Xr i 1 n = Rmg, x(R,) = +, n n (2-l) 
where S,(z) := S,(O; 2). Define s,(z) := S,(z>w,(z> •9~ and notice that sz(z)/Y, =z” + * * . ; 
then we have 
and 
1 
= min - 
/ Pn-I-Jn-l 2TT 0 
2Tl z” +I&&z) I * 
d/-0) 
Iwn(z)12' z=@, 
Thus we see that s,*(z)/\/;;; is the nth orthonormal polynomial with respect to dp./ I w,(z) I*. 
From a slight modification of the theorem of [12, p.1981, for any p,, q, EP~, we have 
(2.2) 
So for any u,, u, E5PJcxI,. . . , (Y,], u,(z)w,(z) and u,(z)w,(z) ETA, then from (2.21, we have 
= [Tu,(z)i$j dj_b(e), z = eie. 0 
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Remark of the proof. After we prove s,*(z)/ fi 
respect to dpu/ I w,(z) I 2, 
is the nth orthonormal polynomial with 
we can also use [6, Lemma 4.21 to get Theorem 2.1. 
From this theorem, we can state the following weak convergence theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Assume C~=,<l - I czyi I> = ~0. For my f(z) E c( I z I = 0, 
lim / 
27.r f(Z) 
de = ju2rf(z) d/-Q), z = eie. 
n+m 0 /&@)I2 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2.1, we know that s,*(z)/& is the nth orthonormal 
polynomial with respect to dp./ ( w,(z) I 2. Using [15, Theorem 11, we have 
_/, 
l im 2~f(4w,(z)12 
,s,*(z),fi,2 9 = jo’mf(4 G-4% z = eis* 
This completes the proof of the theorem. q 
3. Strong convergence 
In the present section, we will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1 (MCS, Nevai and Totik [16]). Let dp be any measure with p’ > 0 a.e. in [O, 27r], and 
let p > 0 and A be real numbers. Assume that 
holds for every nonnegative continuous 2 T-periodic function f. Then A Z+ 1. 
Using the similar ideas of [16], we can prove the following strong convergence result. 
Theorem 3.2. Assume C(1 - 1 ai I) = m and p’ > 0 a.e. in [O, 27~1. Then 
~~/u’“(IF,(~)l@-l)~ d0=0, z=eie. 
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Therefore it will be sufficient to prove that 
limJ:f /,‘“I F,(z) I&Z 2 2~. (3.2) 
To see this, let f be an arbitary 2T-periodic nonnegative continuous function. By Schwarz’s 
inequality, we obtain 
1 
<- 
i 1 2~ (P’)1’21F,,l 
Using Schwarz’s inequality again for the second integral on the right-hand side, and then 
squaring both sides, we have 
Letting 12 + ~0, we obtain by Theorem 2.2 that 
\2 1 
( &/(fp’)1’4)4 < (lipJ:f &/(p’)l/? I F, I) k/f dp. 
This implies (3.2) according to Lemma 3.1. The proof of the theorem is complete. q 
There are several consequences of this result. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume CC1 - I ai I) = w and p’ > 0 a.e. in [0, 2~1. Then, writing z = eiO, we have 
;11/u2~1 IF,(z)12$-11 de=0 (3.3) 
and 
~~loz”~IF,(~)l-~-~‘d~=O. 
Furthermore we have 
(34 
and 
lim /‘5(e) I F,(z) I ‘p’(8) d0 = /‘i(e) d0 
n--tm a 0 
(3.5) 
,‘e /2rf(e) I F,(z) I ’ c&Q> = /2Tf’(Q de, 
0 0 
(3.6) 
for any Borel-measurable function f bounded on [O, 2~r]. 
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Proof. First we prove (3.3). We have 
according to Schwarz’s inequality. The first integral on the right tends to zero as IZ + 03 
according to Theorem 3.2. As for the second integral, it is less than 87r, which follows from 
Cauchy’s inequality and (3.1). 
Next we prove (3.4). By Schwarz’s inequality, we obtain 
(/““I iF,,(r)I-'-@~j2= (/'"lF,(z)l-'I IFn(z)W - II)2 
0 
< ~lFn(z)l-‘i’Tl lF,(z)l@ -112. 
0 
The first integral on the right-hand side equals / dp according to Theorem 2.1 with k = 0, and 
the second one tends to zero as n + UJ according to Theorem 3.2. Thus (3.4) follows. 
Formula (3.5) is an obvious consequence of (3.3). To prove (3.61, observe that we have 
;~/:ylF,(z)12 d/-@)=O, (3.7) 
in view of (3.5) with f= 1 and the definition of F,. Thus 
lim /‘“f(e) I F,(z) I 2 dps(0) = 0, n-m 0 
for every bounded Borel-measurable function f, and so (3.6) follows from (3.5). 0 




IF,(z)12$(B) de- IEI =0 




IFn(z)12 dp(O)- IEl =O 
I n+m E 
(3.9) 
hold uniformly as E runs over Bore1 subsets of [O, 27~1, where I E I is the Lebesgue measure of E. 
Furthermore, for every 6 > 0 there is an E > 0 such that 
/ I F,(z) I “d(e) de > 6 (3.10) 
E 
and 
/,’ W) 1 2 d/_&(B) > E 
hold for every n 2 0 and every Bore1 subset E with measure I E I > 6. 
(3.11) 
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Proof. The uniformity in E of the convergence in (3.8) follows from (3.3). The uniformity in E 
of the convergence in (3.9) follows from that in (3.8) by noticing that 
0 < / I F,(z) I * dp(O) - / I F,(z) I *p’ de 
E E 
< j2Tl F,(z) I 2 dp(B) - /‘=I F,(z) I *P’ do 4 0, 
0 0 
as n + ~0, since the first term on the right-hand side equals 27r, and the second term tends to 
2~r, according to (3.3). Equations (3.10) and (3.11) immediately follow from (3.8) and (3.91, 
respectively. 0 
4. Erdiis measures 
In [19], we have proved some characterization theorems for the log integrable and regular 
measures associated with the kernel function. Now we use the similar method as in [14] to get 
the characterization theorems for ErdCis measures. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume C(1 - 1 ai I) = ~0. Then p’ > 0 a.e. in [0, 2~1 if and only if for every 
6 E (0, 27~1 and 7 E (0, 11, there exists an integer N(6, Q-) such that 
s IF, I * dp 2~6, n >N(6, T), 
for all Bores sets E c [0, 27r] with I E I 2 6. 
(4.1) 
Proof. Let us first assume that p’ > 0 a.e. in [O, 27~1. Then by (3.91, 
lim lF,I’dp= IEI, I n-m E 
uniformly for all Bore1 sets E c [O, 2~1. Thus given 6 E (0, 27r] and S- E (0, 11, there is an 
integer N(6, 7) such that 
IF,l*d,u- IEI <(l-+5, n>JVN(6,7), 
uniformly for all Bore1 sets E c [O, 2~1. Hence, we have 
for I E I 3 6, which establishes (4.1). 
Now assume that (4.1) holds. Let dp., be concentrated on a Bore1 set A. Then I A 1 = 0. 
Given E > 0, pick 6 = 27~ and T E (0, 1) such that 27~ - 76 = 27r(l- 7) < E. Then, for IZ > 
N(~IT, 71, we get from (4.1) with E =AC, 
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Note that 
when ~12 N(27~, 7). Hence, 
lim 
/ 
2711 F, I2 dpL, = 0. 
n-c= 0 
Now let 
B := {e E [O, 2lT]: p’(O) = o}. 
If ) B I =: 6, > 0, then for y1 >N(S,, i), we have from (4.1), 
is, < /$I* dp=j-J1* dl.L,</gZirlFJ* hlL,, 
which contradicts (4.2). Therefore I B I = 0, i.e., p’ > 0 a.e. in CO, 27~1. 0 
Now we can state and prove the Nevai-type characterization theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Assume CC1 - I Cyi I > = 03. Then p’ > 0 a.e. in [O, 27-r] if and only if 
- 1 = 0, 2 = eieS 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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The second factor on the right-hand side is not greater than 1 and the third one converges to 
(GIT- ‘/f d/-#‘4 when n + ~0 from Theorem 2.2. Hence 
From Lemma 3.1, we obtain 
1 < lim inf inf -I 271 
n+= / I,0 27r 0 
de, z =eie. 
From Theorem 2.1, we also have 
-1 2r 1 257 IF,(z)l’ de 2 = = z = 
0 1 K+,(z) 1 




-1 dB=O, z=eiB, 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
can be obtained by multiplying out the square. By Schwarz’s inequality we have 
1 




27~ o IF,+I(z)12 -’ de 
for z = eie. Since the first factor on the right is less than 4 by Theorem 2.1 and Schwarz’s 
inequality, (4.3) follows from (4.6). 
For the other direction, we will proceed the same steps as [14, Theorem 21 to prove CL’ > 0 
a.e. in [0, 2n], i.e., (4.1) holds. From Theorem 2.2, we know that the functions F,/F,+[ have 
the same properties as qn/qDn+[ in [14, Theorem 21. Using the same argument as in [14], we can 
prove that (4.1) holds. q 
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